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1. CLASS SCORING 

Class points will be allocated using the weighting, 1st = 30 points, 2nd = 29 points, 3rd = 28 points, and 
so on. All places from 29th onwards will be awarded 1 point. 

Where possible, equality in class places will be resolved for places 1st – 10th. 

Riders must complete all phases of a class without elimination or disqualification to be eligible. 

If a rider has ridden two horses in a class, each rider/horse combination is eligible for class placing’s. 

1.1 DRESSAGE 

CLASS AWARDS: 

The rider with the highest percentage score is awarded 1st, the rider with the next highest 
percentage score is awarded 2nd place, the rider with the next highest percentage score is awarded 
3rd place and so on up to 6th place. 

To resolve equality for class places: 

The rider with the highest total collective marks is awarded the higher ranking. If equality still 
remains riders are awarded equal placing and equal points. Equality of places will be determined by 
EA National Dressage Rules.  If a rider is awarded an equal place in a class and it is a qualifying place 
the rider will be accommodated in the final.  

CHAMPIONSHIPS 

Each Grade is awarded a championship. 

 Class points will be allocated using the weighting, 1st = 30 points, 2nd = 29 points, 3rd = 28 points, and 
so on.  The allocated points 30 points etc 

To award the championship the two classes points are added together. 

RIDER PRELIM 1.2 PREL 1.3 TOTAL RESULT  
  121 30 27 57 29 2nd 
134 21 30 51 27 4th 
145 28 26 54 28 3rd 
98 29 29 58 30 Champion 

 

1.2 COMBINED TRAINING 

CLASS AWARDS: 

The penalty points for each phase are added together. The rider with the lowest total is awarded 1st 
place, the rider with the next lowest total is awarded 2nd place, the rider with the next lowest total is 
awarded 3rd place and so on. Class points will be allocated using the weighting, 1st = 30 points, 2nd = 
29 points, 3rd = 28 points, and so on. All places from 29th onwards will be awarded 1 point. 
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RIDER Total Dressage 
Penalties 

SJ Penalties 
 

Place Points 

  121 30.9 30.9 0.00 1 30 
134 46.4 36.4 4 5 26 

      
To resolve equality for class places: The rider with the best dressage score is awarded the higher 
ranking. If equality remains, the rider with the time closest (and under) to the optimum jumping 
time is awarded the higher ranking. If equality remains riders are awarded equal placing and equal 
points 

1.3 SHOW JUMPING 

The competition will be run according to the article number allocated to the class. 

Phase 1 – Article 238.2.1 - Phase 2 – Article 274.2 and Phase 3 – 238.2.2 

Class points will be allocated using the weighting, 1st = 30 points, 2nd = 29 points, 3rd = 27 points, and 
so on. All places from 29th onwards will be awarded 1 point. 

CHAMPIONSHIPS 

Each height is awarded a championship with a champion and 2 - 6.   

Each class points will be allocated using the weighting, 1st = 30 points, 2nd = 29 points, 3rd = 28 points, 
and so on.  Rider must do all 3 phases to be eligible for Champion and top 6 riders. 

To award the championship the 3 classes points are added together. 

RIDER Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 Total CH Pts RESULT 
  121 30 27 20 77 28 3rd 
134 21 30 25 76 27 4th 
145 28 26 27 81 29 2nd 
98 29 29 30 88 30 Champion 

       
Where horses’ championship points are equal the championship will be decided on the horse/rider 
combinations placing the highest in Phase 3. 

RIDER Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 Total CH Pts RESULT 
  121 30 27 20 77 28 3rd 
134 21 30 25 76 27 4th 
145 29 30 27 86 29 2nd 
98 29 27 30 86 30 Champion 

       
 

1.5 SHOW HORSE 

CLASS AWARDS 

The points based on placing’s for each phase are added together. The rider with the highest total is 
awarded 1st place, the rider with the next highest total is awarded 2nd place, the rider with the next 
highest total is awarded 3rd place and so on. Class points will be allocated using the weighting, 1st = 
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30 points, 2nd = 29 points, 3rd = 28 points, and so on. All places from 29th onwards will be awarded 1 
point. 

To resolve equality for each class: 

The rider with the best result in phase 3 Ridden (Show Horse or Show Hunter) or phase 3 
Ridden/Jumping (Working Hunter) is awarded the higher ranking. If equality still remains, the rider 
with the best result in phase 2 (Rider) is awarded the higher ranking. If equality still remains the rider 
with the best result in phase 1 (In Hand) will be awarded the higher ranking. If equality still remains 
riders are awarded equal placing and equal points. 

To resolve equality in each phase: 

Phase 1: In Hand 

The horse with the highest Conformation and Soundness score will be awarded the higher ranking. If 
equality still remains, the horse with the highest Manners and Paces score will be awarded the 
higher ranking. If equality still remains, the rider with the highest Ringcraft score will be awarded the 
higher ranking. If equality still remains, the horse and rider combination with the highest 
Presentation score will be awarded the higher ranking. If equality still remains both horse and rider 
combinations are awarded equal placing and equal points. 

Phase 2: Rider 

The rider with the highest Riding Position score will be awarded the higher ranking. If equality still 
remains, the rider with the highest Ringcraft score will be awarded the higher ranking. If equality still 
remains, the rider with the highest Presentation score will be awarded the higher ranking. If equality 
still remains riders are awarded equal placing and equal points. 

Phase 3: Ridden Show Horse or Show Hunter 

The horse with the highest Manners and Paces score will be awarded the higher ranking. If equality 
still remains, the horse with the highest Conformation and Soundness score will be awarded the 
higher ranking. If equality still remains, the horse and rider combination with the highest 
Presentation score will be awarded the higher ranking. If equality still remains both horse and rider 
combinations are awarded equal placing and equal points. 

Phase 3: Ridden/Jumping Working Hunter 

The horse and rider combination with the highest jumping score will be awarded the higher ranking. 
If equality still remains, the horse and rider combination with the highest Style and Manners score 
will be awarded the higher ranking. If equality still remains, the horse with the highest Freedom of 
Action score will be awarded the higher ranking. If equality still remains, the horse with the highest 
Conformation and Presentation score will be awarded the higher ranking. If equality still remains 
both horse and rider combinations are awarded equal placing and equal points. 
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2. DISCIPLINE TEAM SCORING 

Champion School and Reserve Champion School are awarded for each discipline (dressage, eventing, 
combined training, show jumping and show horse).  

For each discipline the school team comprises of four riders the top 3 (or three if only three riders 
are eligible) highest scoring riders in that discipline. The points of the three highest scoring team 
members based on the championship results are totalled to give the team score. The score of the 4th 
team member (if there is one) is used to resolve ties. The team with the highest total is awarded 1st 
place (Champion School) and the team with the next highest total is awarded 2nd place (Reserve 
Champion School). 

Example 

Secondary Dressage: 

The top 3 results highest scoring riders for School ABC. Only the highest point is taken forward for 
the team awards (points highlighted) 

 

 
RIDER 

PRELIM 2.3 NOV 2.3 ELEM 3.3 MED 4.2 ADV 5.2 TOTAL 

121  27 23   27 
134 21 30    30 
145   20 27  27 
98    15 4 15 

 

The school team score is 84 (27 + 30 + 27) .A team may consist of 3 or 4 riders. 

Equality in points will be resolved for the Champion School and the Reserve Champion School 
awards. The school whose 4th rider has the higher total score will be ranked higher. If equality still 
remains the class placing’s of the individual team members will be considered (for example a school 
score of 102 (28+28+26+20) will be ranked higher than a school score of 102 (28+27+26+21). If 
equality still remains, the level of competition will be considered, with scores from higher-level 
competition ranked higher than equivalent scores from lower-level competition. 

If a rider has ridden two horses in a discipline, only the rider/horse combination with the highest 
score will be considered when determining the school team score ie a rider can only be in a team on 
one horse. 

3. OVERALL SCHOOL TEAM AND OVERALL COUNTRY TEAM SCORING 

Championship Points obtained (across all disciplines) by each school member are totalled. The 
school team comprises the four highest scoring riders. The points of the three highest scoring team 
members are totalled to give the school score. The score of the 4th team member (if there is one) is 
used to resolve ties. The school with the highest total is awarded Overall Champion School, and the 
school with the next highest school will be awarded Overall Reserve Champion School. 

Equality in points will be resolved for the Champion School and the Reserve Champion School 
awards. The school whose 4th rider has the higher total score will be ranked higher. If equality still 
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remains, the class placing’s of the individual team members will be considered (for example a school 
score of 102 (28+28+26+20) will be ranked higher than a school score of 102 (28+27+26+21). If 
equality still remains, the level of competition will be considered, with scores from higher-level 
competition ranked higher than equivalent scores from lower level competition. 

If a rider has ridden two horses, only the rider/horse combination with the highest score will be 
considered when determining the school team score a rider can only be in a school team on one 
horse. 

School 
Name 

Rider 
No. 

Show 
Horse 

Dressage  Jumping  Eventing Combined 
Training 

Total Overall 
School  
Total 

ABC 120 20 28 28  24  100  
ABC 154 26 22   20 68  
ABC 70 28 12 16  10 66 234 

         
GHZ 130 20 30 28  23  101  
GHZ 164 23 20 18  27 88  
GHZ 75 29 16 18  11 74 260  

 

School GHZ would be awarded overall school.  

If a school is awarded overall school and is also the highest placed Rural School they can not be 
awarded the Rural School . The next placed Rural School will be awarded the Overall Rural School 

4. OVERALL CHAMPION RIDER AND OVERALL RURAL RIDER SCORING 

Points for overall Riders are taken from the championship placings. The riders top three scores 
across all disciplines are used to give the overall champions 

If a rider has ridden two horses, only the rider/horse combination with the highest score is eligible 
for rider awards. 

Rider 
No. 

Show 
Horse 

Dressage  Jumping  Eventing Combined 
Training 

Total Place 

120 20 28 28  24  80 Reserve 
154 26 22 18 22 28 76  

70 28 12 25  30 83 Overall 
 

If a Rider is awarded overall Primary or Secondary Rider and is also the highest placed Rural Rider, 
they cannot be awarded the Rural Rider Award. The next placed rider will be awarded the Rural 
Rider. 
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5. HIGHEST PLACED INDIVIDUALS PARTICIPANT AWARDS 

Points will be allocated as follows: 
Class points will be allocated using the weighting, 1st = 30 points, 2nd = 28 points, 3rd = 27 points, and 
so on. All places from 29th onwards will be awarded 1 point. 

The highest points over 3 Disciplines by each rider/horse combination are totalled.  
The rider/horse combination with the highest total score is awarded  Participant Rider/Year Group 
Champion Riders. 
If a rider has ridden two horses, only the rider/horse combination with the highest score is eligible 
for rider awards. 
 

Rider 
No. 

Show 
Horse 

Dressage  Jumping  Eventing Combined 
Training 

Total Place 

120 20 28 28  24  80 2nd 
154 26 22 30  20 78 3rd 

70 30 30 27  10 87 Champion 
 

6. OFF THE TRACK HIGH POINT AWARDS 

Horse’s must have a Horse Passport to be considered for the OTT Awards. 

Points will be awarded in Dressage, Jumping, Eventing, Combined Training and Show Horse. 

For example -Dressage OTT horse  

RIDER PRELIM 1.2 PREL 1.3 TOTAL RESULT 
  121 30 27 30 2nd  
134 21 30 30 4th 
145 28 26 54 3rd 
98 29 29 58 1st 

 

The points based on placing’s for each phase are added together. The rider with the highest total is 
awarded 1st place, the rider with the next highest total is awarded 2nd place, the rider with the next 
highest total is awarded 3rd place and so on. Class points will be allocated using the weighting, 1st = 
30 points, 2nd = 29 points, 3rd = 28 points, and so on. All places from 29th onwards will be awarded 1 
point. 

Where there is equality of placings each discipline rules will be applied. 

Combined Training/Eventing – the rider/horse combination with the lowest penalties will be placed 
higher. Show Horse - The rider with the best result in phase 3 Ridden: Show jumping -  The rider with 
the best result in phase 3 and Dressage the rider with the highest average percentage received at 
the highest level ridden.  

Points obtained (across all disciplines) by each rider/horse combination are totalled. The rider/horse 
combination with the highest total score is awarded Overall Champion OTT horse, the horse with the 
next highest score is awarded Overall Reserve Champion OTT horse. 


